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The Dutch and English Fiscal-Naval States: A Comparative Overview
Richard J. Blakemore and Pepijn Brandon
Warfare at sea defined the relationship between the Dutch and English states during the
second half of the seventeenth century. The ships of these two nations encountered one
another again and again, in vast battles and in small skirmishes, in European waters and around
the world. Many thousands fought in these conflicts, which had an impact upon the entire
populations of both countries, as well as having significant consequences for global politics.1
Mobilising the naval forces that fought these wars was an enormous undertaking, and naval
administration and operations occupied much government time and resources in England and
the Dutch United Provinces throughout this period. Both countries can therefore be
considered as fiscal-naval states, a concept which has emerged from debate around the
existence of an early modern military revolution by land and by sea, and which draws on John
Brewer’s description of England as a fiscal-military state in the eighteenth century.2 Fiscal-naval
states were, as N. A. M. Rodger puts it, ‘distinguished by [their] commitment to a capitalintensive, high-technology mode of warfare demanding long-term state investment’, and both
the Dutch and English states easily fit this definition.3
As we will explore in this chapter, this commitment and this investment had profound
implications for the shape of these two states as they developed across the seventeenth century,
with consequences for domestic as well as foreign policies. The Dutch and English navies
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influenced government revenue, expenditure, and taxation, which affected a wide swathe of
society; they directly employed large numbers of people; and they drew on extensive networks
of suppliers and contractors. These navies held a key place not only in national defence but
also in national identities, even while such identities coexisted (sometimes uneasily) with local
loyalties, which also featured heavily in naval ideology, especially in the Dutch case. While our
purpose here is primarily to examine how these two fiscal-naval states developed over the
seventeenth century, and to establish similarities and divergences, we also wish to offer some
comments on the broader significance of these developments. We will pursue this comparison
by exploring, in turn, the organisation of the two navies; the structures of revenue and
expenditure which financed them; and the scope and scale of private involvement in and
alongside state activities.
1. The organisation of the two navies
As we have noted, navies held an important position in the ideologies of early modern states,
especially those, like England and the United Provinces, which relied upon seaborne trade and
pursued imperial ambitions. The concept of ‘naval theatre’, developed by historians of
twentieth-century empire, provides a useful starting point for considering early modern naval
policy, as it emphasises that navies’ role in advertising and thus reinforcing the idea of state
authority is vitally important as well as their actual military activities.4 Dutch and English rulers
both sponsored scholarly disquisitions on maritime sovereignty which supported their imperial
agendas.5 They also paid for large and lavishly decorated warships as an immediately accessible
statement about their power. The Sovereign of the Seas, built in 1637, the Naseby, built in
1655 and renamed the Royal Charles in 1660, and the De Zeven Provinciën, built in 1665, all
served the same propagandistic purpose, and the Dutch seizure of the Royal Charles in 1667
was one of the most dramatic and symbolic moments in the wars between these two states.
Even though neither country’s might at sea ever matched up to the grand claims made for it,
the well-publicised association of the state with naval power was nevertheless a key component
in their political legitimacy, and this wider dimension is an aspect of early modern fiscal-naval
states which deserves further investigation.
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The ideological position was not contradictory to, but overlapped with, the obvious
implications of these navies for international power-projection and economic success. Dutch
political and economic elites were committed to maintaining naval power as a central plank of
state policy. An aggressively trade-oriented strategy of naval interventions in the Baltic,
Mediterranean, and Atlantic basins underpinned mid-seventeenth-century Dutch primacy in
international trade.6 The self-perception of the Dutch state as a mighty maritime republic, even
surpassing Venice at its prime, simultaneously became deeply engrained in public
consciousness.7 An incipient culture of veneration around successful admirals like Michiel de
Ruyter helped to establish the figure of the ‘sea-hero’ as an important protagonist in patriotic
narratives, prefiguring the central role of maritime history in the construction of nineteenthcentury Dutch nationalism.8 However, the Dutch Republic also participated on a major scale in
continental wars, from the Eighty Years’ War with Spain that continued through the first half of
the century, to the string of conflicts sometimes referred to as the Forty Years’ War between
the Dutch Republic and France, which the country found itself in the middle of by the end of
the century.9 As a result, Dutch rulers always had to balance their priorities between warfare on
land and at sea.
For England, not only was international warfare conducted largely by sea throughout
this period, but the navy was intimately tied to the monarchy; indeed, except for the
interregnum of the 1650s, the navy was the personal possession of the crown. While this
relationship has sometimes been characterised as a misplaced interest on the part of the Stuarts
in grandiose decoration and unwieldy magnificence with little concrete value, such an
assessment is unfair.10 The rulers of England were personally concerned with the practical side
of naval affairs as much as the lustre it might lend to their reign, though to differing degrees.
James VI and I, Oliver Cromwell, and William III largely relied on their subordinates, though
all of them intervened at times, while Charles I and his two sons took a much more direct role
in running the navy. Charles I’s reign collapsed and the navy largely sided with his opponents in
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the subsequent civil wars, but this was probably the result of the political tensions that disrupted
his reign, rather than his naval policy itself.11 Charles II and James II were more successful in
their management of the navy, and kept a tight control over decision-making, though as with
their father this did not prevent James’s eventual downfall.12 At times a lord high admiral held
office, but they were often assistants to, not independent deputies of, the sovereign; at other
times, commissioners carried out the functions of the admiral, usually with the monarch at their
head.13 In 1679-84, rather exceptionally, the admiralty commissioners sought to take over
direction of the navy and diminish the king’s role, but by the end of his reign Charles II was
back in command.14 Throughout much of this period, then, England’s rulers themselves
oversaw the management of the navy, though parliament played an increasing role from the
1650s onwards, and especially after 1689.15
The practical activities of English naval administration were carried out by various
forms of ‘navy board’, originating in the Tudor era. Initially known as the four principal officers
of the navy, these were augmented and then replaced by a sequence of navy commissioners
and committees during the 1640s and 1650s, and reinstated in 1660 but with additional
officials.16 Most of these positions were personal appointments by the king or the admiralty, and
were sometimes held for life. While this reflected another close tie between ruler and navy, it
also provoked repeated accusations of corruption.17 There were also separate organisations for
specific tasks. Victualling was carried out alternately by the surveyor of the navy, by a specific
victualling board, or by a syndicate of contractors, and the Ordinance Office was also
independent, although placed under admiralty oversight in 1653.18 Though all administrators
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across this period faced similar limitations, there was a general trend of increasing institutional
efficiency, at least in relative terms.
The highest tier of naval organisation thus remained closely tied to the monarch and
became more effective at realising the ruler’s wishes as the century went on, but it was also
relatively small in terms of personnel, even at the end of the century. Beyond the central
administration the English navy relied on locally placed officers, such as dockyard
commissioners or squadron commanders; the navy’s most important dockyards were those on
the Thames at Deptford and especially Chatham, the largest dockyard in Europe, but
Portsmouth also grew in size and activity.19 The admiralty issued ever more detailed regulations
to govern the actions of these officers, both general codes like the Articles of War of 1652 and
General Instructions of 1663, and specific commands on a plethora of naval matters.20
Nevertheless, some degree of independence to interpret these orders, if not to disregard them
entirely, remained. The administration of the English navy, therefore, was in principle under
the close personal supervision of the monarch, and was increasingly bureaucratic and
authoritarian, but presided over an organisation in which there was flexibility at all levels.
By contrast, the Dutch navy maintained a strictly federal administration. Naval direction
was subdivided between five separate admiralty boards located in Holland, Zeeland, and
Friesland. They operated under the States General and worked out common policies during
meetings in The Hague (called the Haagse Besognes), but retained administrative
independence in the execution of their tasks.21 The roots of this federal naval organization lay in
the Habsburg period, when the Zeeland town Veere acted as the seat of the imperial fleet in
the Low Countries, but armed trade protection largely remained within the purview of the
different trading towns.22 The Dutch Revolt led to the establishment of a state navy and the five
admiralty boards, of which those for Amsterdam, Rotterdam, and Zeeland became the most
important. Attempts to bring these five local boards under a unified central administration
faltered on the particularism of Dutch provinces and towns.23 Instead, a complicated system of
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cross-representation was erected, in which towns and the nobility retained seats on the
admiralty boards. For example, in 1606-1795 there were twelve seats on the Amsterdam
admiralty board, of which six were filled by representatives of the province of Holland, and the
other six by representatives of each of the other provinces that made up the Republic. The six
seats of Holland in turn were divided between the nobility, Haarlem, Leiden, Amsterdam,
Gouda, and Edam. Meanwhile, the Amsterdam magistrate had one permanent representative
on the admiralty board of Zeeland and one on the board located in Holland’s Northern
Quarter.24
This federative organizational structure made naval administration itself a terrain of
conflict between competing regional interest-groups, and between the admiralty towns and the
States General.25 For example, in 1621, the wish of the States General to put into action a fleet
of over one hundred ships failed because of local opposition against the costs of such an
operation, as well as the preference of the admiralty towns to prioritize convoying missions to
protect their immediate trading interests.26 On the other hand, it could also lead to an
exceptional level of direct investment of local political and economic elites in the making and
execution of naval policy, especially in the towns that housed one of the admiralty boards.27
Thus, throughout the seventeenth century the Amsterdam mayors regularly acted as
intermediaries between the admiralty board and rich Amsterdam houses to secure emergency
loans when inland provinces proved reluctant to pay their share of the agreed subsidies.28
Undoubtedly, the readiness with which Amsterdam regents responded to emergencies was
enhanced by the fact that on the admiralty board ‘that city was always represented by one of its
foremost elder burgomasters … [while] close relatives of city council members occupied the
permanent positions of secretary, advocate fiscal and collector general.’29
Overlap between admiralty boards and other local or regional institutions of power was
not limited to direct representation and familial ties with urban magistrates. Out of the 287
admiralty councillors sent to fill one of the seats for the province of Holland on the Amsterdam
admiralty board before 1795, 52 also at some points of their lives served as directors of the
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Dutch East India Company (VOC) or the West India Company (WIC), or as governors of the
Society of Suriname. From the last quarter of the seventeenth century onward, the Amsterdam
admiralty board usually included at least one councillor who simultaneously acted as a director
in the Amsterdam chamber of the VOC.30 The Dutch navy therefore did not experience the
kind of efforts at centralisation that in the English case emanated from the crown and national
parliament, but there was still a degree of coordination between the different federal institutions
which constituted the Dutch fiscal-naval state.
Beyond their administrations, both the Dutch and the English navies were substantial
employers – among the largest in either country. At its peak during wartime, the English navy
employed more people than populated any city in England apart from London, and the crews
of its largest warships were equivalent in number to the residents of a village.31 In terms of
employees and estates, as well as expenditure, the navy was easily the largest single department
of government in England. This highlights another aspect of the fiscal-naval state worthy of
more investigation: the navy brought government directly into the lives of hundreds of
thousands of people, just as central and local authorities did.32 The hierarchy of naval personnel
reflected contemporary social status. In England, the high command were generally aristocrats
or gentlemen, as were many captains; the expansion of the navy during the 1640s-50s brought
in many ‘tarpaulin’ (non-aristocratic) officers, which provoked debates after 1660 about their
suitability, although this was as much about political allegiance as it was about social standing,
and these divisions should not be exaggerated.33 Over the course of the century various
government initiatives, such as the introduction of the examination for lieutenant in 1677, led
to professionalization and a greater sense of identity among the English naval officer corps
regardless of their background.34
The rest of the navy’s employees probably did not share this sense of professional
identity tied to the navy as an institution, as opposed to a more general identification as part of
a global sector of maritime workers. Although some seafarers spent their lives in the navy,
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especially warrant or petty officers, the majority of sailors moved in and out of naval
employment throughout their careers.35 The government introduced a distinction between
‘ordinary’ and ‘able’ seamen in 1652, the latter more experienced men who received higher
pay, as one of many measures throughout this period to encourage skilled seafarers to enlist.36
Volunteers generally met the English navy’s requirements during peacetime, but in wartime
demand repeatedly outstripped supply, a situation not helped by low naval wages and poorquality victuals (usually the result of the navy’s financial difficulties), and by harsh naval
discipline.37 The English navy therefore turned to compulsion to fill its ships, and though
impressment rarely matched the caricature of the violent and indiscriminate pressgang which
was popular in later centuries it was nevertheless predictably unpopular with sailors.38 The
Dutch navy faced similar problems and also put considerable pressure on sailors to sign up,
though preferring economic means such as embargoes on merchant shipping barring
alternative routes for employment.39 While their naval administrations reflect the different
political structures of the two states, there are thus significant similarities in the way that both
navies employed large numbers of their states’ subjects, and in the coercive authority they
claimed over these subjects.

2. Structures of revenue and expenditure
Both naval administration and naval employment depended upon, and impacted upon,
another essential area of state activity: revenue and taxation. Comparing the costs and
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effectiveness of early-modern fiscal-military and fiscal-naval arrangements is notoriously
difficult, as figures are incomplete and often denote wildly different things. Moreover, while
competing directly and on more or less the same terms in some areas, states also pursued very
different strategies and aims, creating their own highly specific demands and criteria for what
amounted to the effective deployment of manpower and strategic resources. Nevertheless,
when embedded in long-term narratives of state development, such comparisons can enlighten
us about structural trends in state formation.40 Naval organisation and operations in the
seventeenth century were expensive activities, and both the Dutch and English navies
repeatedly faced problems in securing the funds they needed; the response to these problems
in large part determined the shape and nature of each fiscal-naval state.
Both the Dutch and English states initially relied on revenues from trade to pay for
their navies. Following a plan formulated at the end of the 1580s at the same time as the five
admiralties were established, the main source of revenue (the ‘ordinary income’) earmarked for
the Dutch navy was from customs. The admiralty boards themselves organised the collection of
this tax.41 Similarly, in England under the early Stuarts, as in the medieval and Tudor periods,
the navy (like other departments of government) was funded out of the monarch’s ordinary
revenue drawn from customs duties, as well as their own estates and a few other sources.42 The
underlying principle seems to have been that since the navy’s primary function was to protect
trade, it should be funded by a tax on trade. The main hitch for the Dutch system was that
through the federal structure of the republic, as we have seen, local merchant communities
could exert great pressure on admiralty officials. They predictably tended to employ this
influence to ensure that custom tariffs remained low overall, and there were strong incentives
for the local admiralty boards to give their ‘own’ trading communities comparative advantages
by consistent under-taxation.43
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For both navies, moreover, rising costs and greater activity meant that demand
repeatedly outstripped supply. The English crown occasionally supplemented their revenues by
levying direct taxation on the approval of parliament, especially in times of war – but, like their
Dutch counterparts, the members of the landed gentry and merchant elite who sat in the
English parliament were reluctant to levy high taxes. This precipitated a series of crises and
provoked tensions between the crown and parliament during the first half of the seventeenth
century, and inadequate financing was the main cause of several humiliating naval defeats
during the 1620s.44 The Dutch navy, too, had to find additional funds to carry the costs of naval
operations beyond immediate trade-protection, and, as with the English parliament, for these
‘extraordinary expenses’ petitions were put to the States General for approval. Once approved,
provinces paid these subsidies from their tax incomes according to set quota, but the federal
structure of the Dutch republic again led to great variations in the level of commitment to the
actual payment of these approved sums by the various provinces. In 1635, the provinces in total
were in arrears by approximately £400,000,45 which at that time amounted to total naval
expenses for an entire year. By 1685, arrears had almost doubled to over £700,000, and by
1700 reached almost £1 million. However, about half this sum accrued to the admiralty board
of Zeeland alone. Amsterdam suffered such underpayment to a far lesser extent, with
provincial arrears amounting to £140,000 in 1635 and £170,000 half a century later.46
Mainly due to this support in Holland, and building on the sixteenth-century ‘financial’
revolution which had created a relatively efficient fiscal and credit system there, customs
revenues and subsidies did provide consistent funds for most of the seventeenth century.47
Yearly naval expenditure remained at wartime levels of around £400,000 in most of the early
decades of the century. About 75 per cent of these expenses went to operational costs:
outfitting fleets and hiring and feeding men. The most costly elements of naval policy were the
maintaining of the blockade of the Flemish coast, and the outfitting of convoys (principally in
the North Sea, the Baltic, and the Mediterranean), which cost just below £100,000 each.48 After
the peace of Westphalia/Münster that ended the eight decades of armed conflict with the
44
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Habsburg Empire, a clear popular sentiment existed to cut back on war expenses, shared by
substantial sections of the Dutch ruling class. This partially explains why the Dutch came quite
unprepared into the first Anglo-Dutch war that broke out in 1652. With average annual
expenditures of around £600,000 during the war-years 1652-1654, the Dutch fell well behind
the English during this war.
This level of English expenditure in the 1650s was only possible because of substantial
changes in the structure, basis, and level of English naval financing which had already occurred,
contrasting to the continuity visible in the Dutch case, and which reconfigured the navy’s place
within the English state as a whole. In response to the failures of the 1620s, Charles I tried to
improve naval finances in 1635-9 with ‘Ship Money’, a direct levy which he imposed by his own
authority rather than through parliament. Though it initially raised funds which were indeed
used for the navy, it proved controversial in subsequent years and has often been regarded as a
cause of the civil wars of the 1640s.49 Ironically, however, parliament’s victory in those wars led
to a far higher level of taxation than Charles had ever imposed. Parliament introduced excise
taxes on several commodities and levied direct taxes through the monthly Assessment, which
were as unpopular as ‘Ship Money’ had been, but which parliament were more successful at
carrying out. The income from specific goods was directed to the naval fleet, which had largely
sided with parliament in 1642, and which aided parliament’s eventual victory.50 Parliament
spent more on the navy, and set out larger fleets, than Charles I was ever able to, and this
continued into the 1650s: expenditure rose from £200-300,000 a year during the 1640s to over
£1m a year in 1653-4.51 Between 1649 and 1660 the navy received a total of £8m from the
government, compared with £3.5m in 1625-9 and less than £1m in 1634-40.52 This system also
meant that a much wider range of Britain’s population contributed to naval expenditure
through taxation, and established a much closer association between parliament and the navy.
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The interregnum regimes could not ensure consistent support for the navy, due to
reduced taxation and political disruption in the later 1650s, and in 1660 Charles II inherited a
navy that was deep in debt. Even so, he maintained some of the interregnum’s taxes, which also
enabled him to continue another fiscal innovation of the 1640s-50s: securing loans at better
rates by assigning predicted future taxation to their repayment. The navy faced problems with
liquidity in each subsequent war, but there were improvements in cost-effectiveness, and it still
had a sounder financial base than at any previous time.53 Throughout Charles II’s reign it cost
around £300-400,000 annually in peacetime, and up to £1m annually in war, generally
representing over one fifth of government expenditure.54 An additional £600,000 was provided
for a ship-building programme in 1677, even though it was peacetime.55 Overall, Dutch and
English naval expenditure continued to stand at quite similar levels in the three decades that
followed the first Anglo-Dutch war. During the second war, the Dutch doubled their naval
expenses to about £1.2 million per year, slightly more than the outlays on the navy by the
English government.56 Moreover, it has to be kept in mind that the Dutch state simultaneously
footed the bill for massive involvement in continental warfare, which the English state managed
to avoid for most of the seventeenth century.
As Wantje Fritschy has shown, a real divergence of naval expenditure levels only
occurred after the Glorious Revolution in 1689. This event brought the two states into an
alliance, but also shifted the balance of naval strength between them. In the two major
European wars that followed, the war of the League of Augsburg and the war of the Spanish
succession, the Dutch maintained annual levels of naval expenditures around £1 million and
£900,000 respectively (the latter for the years 1702-1709).57 However, English annual
expenditure at the beginning of the eighteenth century briefly peaked at just below £8 million,
roughly equivalent to Dutch naval expenditure for the entire decade. During most of the
eighteenth century, the Dutch state accepted the role of junior partners in a naval alliance with
Britain, concentrating their expenses on financing long-distance convoying of the merchant fleet
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and cutting back expenditure levels.58 British naval expenditure, meanwhile, continued to
increase in leaps and bounds, supported by a British ‘financial revolution’ that in some ways
copied, but eventually outstripped, the Dutch system, and in which indirect taxes played an
increasingly important role.59 Though there were some resemblances between the two states in
the sources of funding, both in customs revenues and direct taxation, and in the level of
expenditure, the two states had very different fiscal underpinnings which unsurprisingly mirror
their political and naval organisation: one centred on the crown and parliament, the other
decentralised and under the strong influence of local commercial elites. The Dutch fiscal
system of customs revenue and additional provincial taxes was established early and remained
fairly stable throughout this period, despite the problems of limited taxation and
underpayment. The English system developed more slowly and fitfully, was driven in part by
political turbulence, and resulted in a shift in public attitudes: while ‘Ship Money’ and
parliament’s excise taxes provoked intense resistance, by the end of the century the idea of
increased taxation in support of the navy had largely been accepted by the political nation.60
Moreover, this comparison of long-term trends shows that there is no clear link between the
‘tactical revolution’ at sea during the first half of the seventeenth century, or the increase of
Anglo-Dutch naval competition in the mid-seventeenth century, and the centralisation of fiscalnaval arrangements. The decentralised Dutch state spent more on its navy and was overall
more successful financially than England before the 1650s, and largely kept pace with English
spending up until the 1690s, suggesting that no one model of the early modern fiscal-naval state
was automatically more effective at extracting and deploying resources.61 In a similar way, these
states depended on varying levels of private involvement to achieve the same objectives.
Naval power and private enterprise
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While standing navies expanded in terms of infrastructure and administration, operations, and
personnel, they remained only one (albeit the most important) component of an early modern
fiscal-naval state. Private enterprise continued to play a significant role both in support of navies
and as an alternative to them throughout the seventeenth century and into the eighteenth.
However, there were significant shifts in the nature and extent of this participation which
resulted from naval expansion. For example, from the medieval period until the midseventeenth century naval warfare had relied to a large degree on the state hiring merchant
ships to supplement the relatively small number of state-owned warships.62 Yet the hiring of
merchant ships created tensions between private interests and the strategic and tactical priorities
of the state. For example, employing merchant ships for martial purposes benefitted those who
hired out their ships – often at high rates, exploiting wartime urgency – and established a close
link between the navy and certain merchants, which could be problematic. In 1647, critics
accused English parliamentarian naval administrators, most of whom were merchants, of hiring
their own ships for state service at exorbitant rates even if they were unsuitable for naval
service.63
This approach also created a route to by-pass central state institutions in the
organization of protection, as the Dutch case illustrates well. In 1631, the States General, under
pressure from a number of trading towns, had given its approval to the formation of new
institutions, the Directies. These committees existed in several ports, and were headed by
burgomasters and representatives from different groups of traders. Their task was to hire and
arm merchant ships on their own account, in order to organise additional convoys which were
financed through a separate tax, levied only on the merchants who profited directly from their
employment.64 Though these directie-ships acted under the formal command structures of the
navy during operations, they were organisationally independent, and during the first AngloDutch war they attracted criticism for their low quality, their reluctance to take risks during
battle that endangered valuable private assets, and the disreputable conduct of their captains.
Several mutinies broke out on directie-ships during the 1650s, showing ‘that the old axiom was
untenable that the merchant fleet, as a reserve for the state navy, should be seen as the
backbone of protection at sea’.65
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In the English case, the increase in naval resources across the 1630s and 1640s, and
especially during the 1650s, eventually removed the need for hired merchant ships. By the end
of the first Anglo-Dutch war, the English naval fleet was largely state-owned, a development
that, like the changes in English naval finances to which it was closely linked, owed much to the
circumstances and demands of civil war and revolution.66 The Dutch navy, which had employed
the strategy of arming merchant ships with great success in the preceding period, was slower
than the English state in adapting to this new approach. The thrust towards what Jaap Bruijn
has called the transition from the ‘Old’ to the ‘New’ navy came only with the poor performance
of the Dutch fleet in the first Anglo-Dutch war.67 Out of a total of 154 ships constituting the
Dutch fleet, 88 had been hired merchant-men (about half of them directie-ships), which were
regarded as less effective in battle.68 The naval commander Maarten Harpertsz. Tromp lobbied
intensively for a large building programme of custom-made warships, to bring the Dutch
standing navy to the level of their English adversaries. A competing attachment to the
traditional strategy of using merchant ships as a second tier of the naval fleet is apparent from
the Amsterdam city council’s proposal, around the same time, to instead formulate a set of
rules for the building of merchant-men that would allow them to be more easily transformed
into men-of-war.69 However, Tromp’s line won out in the end. At the instigation of Johan de
Witt, the leading Dutch statesman at that moment, the aftermath of the first Anglo-Dutch war
saw a major transformation of naval facilities, allowing for building programmes for specialized
warships run by the admiralty boards themselves. The imposing Amsterdam naval storehouse
and admiralty shipyard, erected in 1656, were the visible result of this change in approach.70
The Dutch navy reaped the benefits during the second Anglo-Dutch war, when the balance of
naval power between the two nations had been more or less restored.
Both navies continued to rely on private enterprise in other ways. One of them was the
dependence of these enhanced facilities for the building and outfitting of warships on private
ship-builders and extensive supply networks. The English navy was ‘far and away the largest
industry in the country … at the heart of a web of sub-contractors that extended the navy’s reach
far inland’.71 The royal dockyards relied on private suppliers for their building and maintenance
programmes, and the navy also purchased victuals from merchants, drawing large numbers of
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producers and artisans into the fiscal-naval state, and perhaps boosting the British economy.72
During the 1640s and 1650s, at least, this often involved women, usually widows, some of
whom ran considerable businesses which supplied the navy with hammocks, flags, and other
goods.73 The Dutch admiralty boards utilised decentralised market-mechanisms to an even
greater extent, especially for provisioning. The Dutch navy did not take responsibility for
organising victualling centrally; instead, captains received a lump sum per crewmember, with
which they had to procure a set list of supplies. This created large possibilities for private gain,
provided that captains managed to buy their hard tack, salted meat, and other daily necessities
on the cheap.
Michiel de Ruyter himself provides one of the famous examples of captains who
acquired a small fortune in this way. According to calculations by Prud’homme van Reine, who
certainly is not a hostile biographer of De Ruyter, this successful merchant-turned-admiral
managed to retain one third of the seven stuyvers per man per day that he received for the crew
of his flagship De Zeven Provinciën. Extrapolating from his extant account books,
Prud’homme van Reine estimates that De Ruyter received £32,000 from the Admiralty Board
for victuals between 1652 and 1667, on which he could have made a profit of as much as
£7,000.74 With victualling making 14 per cent of total naval expenditure, this must have created
a lush market. Of course, such windfalls were not confined to captains. Either through their
personal businesses, through family members, or through underhand deals, the higher
echelons of naval administration in both England and the United Provinces were routinely (and
not always legally) involved in the costly provisioning of wood, rope, hemp, and other naval
necessities. Next to them stood many of the leading merchants of the seventeenth century. The
‘contractor state’ which historians have identified in the late eighteenth century was already in
existence, although perhaps less systematically organised and not always as effective as it later
proved.75
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Beyond the navy itself, these fiscal-naval states employed privateers as a substantial and
continuous part of their wartime strategy, but here there was more wide-reaching change in
their purpose and activities.76 In the Elizabethan period and again in the 1620s England had
deployed large numbers of privately-owned warships in both European waters and farther
afield.77 During the 1640s parliamentarians, royalists, and Irish confederates all employed
privateers, and this was especially important for the royalists and confederates who possessed
no regular naval forces.78 After the 1650s, with the increased naval fleet, English privateers
became less numerous in European waters but remained important to the expanding American
colonies, which depended on privateering to bring in specie and goods, and for their defence.79
In the Dutch case, too, privateering continued to form an important part of commercial
warfare. It retained an especially strong foothold in the province of Zeeland, where privateering
and later the participation in the illegal slave trade partially compensated for the loss of other
trading opportunities to Holland.80 Beyond European waters commercial companies like the
VOC, WIC, and English East India Company also performed essential, though gradually
shifting, roles in trade protection and naval conflict throughout the seventeenth century and
long into the eighteenth.81
As with hired merchant ships and private suppliers, the profit-seeking of privateers and
the objectives of the state could align, but did not always do so. The career of the most famous
English buccaneer, Henry Morgan, reveals the uneasy relationship between these fiscal-naval
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states and the semi-independent privateers they employed. Morgan led several successful and
brutal campaigns against Spanish America during the 1670s, and was then tried for piracy, but
was exonerated and made deputy governor of Jamaica, in which role he displayed a rather
ambivalent attitude towards his former comrades.82 His experiences were part of a wider trend
whereby the English state sought to circumscribe and control privateers, and eradicate piracy,
starting with parliamentary and colonial legislation in the 1670s, and intensifying with further
legislation and more vigorous prosecution from the 1690s onwards.83 Piracy resurged in the
early eighteenth century, and privateers continued to feature in England’s (and other countries’)
maritime strategy throughout that century, but under much stricter control than before: another
way in which fiscal-naval states flexed their muscles and dictated the terms of their authority
over their subjects, this time on a global scale.84
Conclusions
One of the more interesting dimensions highlighted by this comparison is the internationally
interactive nature of fiscal-naval state development: the extent to which change in one state
drove change in others, especially those which, like the Dutch and English states, repeatedly
came to blows. In some ways this happened as a blunt arms race – as when the Dutch navy
were forced to adapt from merchant ships to state-owned warships, because the English had
already done so – but it also occurred in a more subtle and complex fashion, such as the
connections between the ‘financial revolutions’ which occurred first in Holland and later in
England. The various similarities between the Dutch and English navies, such as their
ideological associations, their employment of large portions of the population, their level and
sources of funding, and the overall shift towards greater state control while preserving some
role for private agents, owe much to both the competition and the connections between these
two states. Fiscal-naval states must be understood within the international political ecosystem in
which they evolved.
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At the same time, it is important not to obscure the individual characteristics of each
state. There were significant differences between the Dutch and English fiscal-naval states and
their development, especially in political terms: one was a localised federal republic, the other a
centralising monarchy; one was relatively politically stable, albeit with various factional and
provincial rivalries, the other riven by internal turmoil with long-lasting consequences. These
differences affected the shape and direction of the two navies, but they did not guarantee
greater success, in fiscal-naval terms, until the start of the eighteenth century. Although Britain
became the dominant maritime power thereafter, this was certainly not a predetermined
trajectory. Perhaps the greatest strength of the concept of fiscal-naval states for historians,
therefore, is in opening up discussion of the various ways in which warfare at sea and naval
organisation is both a consequence of, and has an impact upon, wider patterns of early modern
state-formation.

